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Evan Goodrow, Boston’s own blue-eyed soul and R&B groove man, recently released Say It, his tenth
overall release. An ever-growing ability to lay down a soulful melody drenched in absolute emotion is in full
bloom on this album. He shows more than ever that he’s a complete performer, a guitarist with solid le ad
and rhythm chops, a fine vocalist, and a creative songwriter.
Not to mention possessing an incredible knack to entertain. The songs on Say It are perfect examples of just
how exciting the band is in a live atmosphere, at presenting a classic Motown and Stax sound mixe d with a
modern approach. The music’s relaxing, soulful drive is loaded with extremely addictive hooks.
Evan’s funky rhythmic strumming is prominent on the album’s opener, “I Don’t Wanna Know.” The song
possesses that lucid and bright R&B resonance in the vein of Jimmy Nolen (James Brown), Charles Pitts
(Wilson Pickett, Isaac Hayes), Ernie Isley, and the great Steve Cropper. If you think of those players and
their sounds, then you’ll get an idea where Evan is at.

Click to Download Evan Goodrow's Say It from
Amazon
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A funky blues vibe shines throughout “Way Back Home.” The song’s arrangement and instrumental are full
and rich. They close the album with “You’re On My Mind.” Again slow and bluesy, it’s highlighted by an
extremely passionate guitar solo.
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